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What Really Works Now:
18 Building Blocks
Tools for Keeping Our Teens On Track
by Heather Carlile, MA, LPC-S

Methods and Handbooks for
Professionals and Parents

Keeping Our Teens On Track
SO FAR IT HASN’T WORKED VERY WELL: Are our teens happy and successful? Our lost
and howling youths, in deprivation, turn to each other. What do we do when you hear the call, the
craving for needs, abilities and strength…for how to do it well, for parents, for grown-ups, for
adults, for teachers, for mentors?
1/3 Babies are born to
Unmarried Parents
2/3 African American Babies
born to Unmarried Parents.
28% Only One Parent
Current Research Concludes that:
The percentage of babies born
• Most adolescents do not feel that they are valued by people in out-of-wedlock has increased
their community or that they have caring adults and role models more than sixfold since 1960.

HUNGRY FOR REAL GROWN-UPS: They are often parentstarved with either dependence, deprivation or dominance from adults
and are hungry for real grown-ups.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

around them.
MORE THAN 33% DROP OUT: One third of public high school students and nearly one
half of all African Americans, Hispanics and Native Americans fail to graduate from high
school. Over 29% drop out of college (tuition debt is over $1 trillion).
1/3 BINGE DRINKERS: Close to a third of high-school seniors are binge drinking
33% GET UNMARRIED PARENTS: The percentage of babies born out-of-wedlock has increased
more than sixfold since 1960. More than a third of all births, and more than 2/3 of all births to
African American parents in 2004 were out-of-wedlock.
HALF OF STD’S ARE IN TEENS: In 2000, there were an estimated 19 million new cases of
(sexually transmitted diseases (STD) among Americans. Approximately half of all new STD
infections occur in teens and young adults (ages 15-24) each year.

$1 BILLION ON ABSTINENCE DIDN’T WORK: Since 1996 the American government
has poured more than $1 billion into abstinence-only education programs. Studies by the
University of Oxford, Columbia and the National Campaign to Prevent Teen Pregnancy are
showing that they are not successful at decreasing rates of HIV infection, at lowering the
incidence of unprotected sex, the frequency of STDs and pregnancy, or the number of partners
the students had; nor did it get them to use condoms more often or pursue abstinence.
2X TEEN SUICIDE: The suicide rate for youths 15 to 19 doubled between 1970 and 1990
HALF OF TEENS DAMAGE THEIR LIVES: The Carnegie Council on Adolescent
Development concluded in 1995 that fully half of American adolescents were at moderate or
high risk of damaging their life chances by multiple high-risk
behaviors and school failure.
#1 NEED NOW...
1/3RD ARE PARENTING ALONE: The percentage of children support the adults playing
who grow up in single-parent homes has increased dramatically significant roles in the lives of
over the past four decades. In 1960, only 9% of children lived in adolescents.
single-parent families; by 2005, that number had increased to
28%.

What Really Works Now? OBVIOUS: Help the Parents!
Example isn’t
the main thing in
influencing others.
It’s the only thing.
- Albert Schweitzer

“One of the most effective ways to turn the tide is to support the adults
playing significant roles in the lives of adolescents, including, notably,
their parents. Although it is true that peers, schools, communities, and other
factors take on added significance as children become teenagers, research
consistently shows that parents remain a powerful influence in
fostering healthy teen development and preventing negative
outcomes.
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Human Competencies
40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents
Includes the percentage of the youth surveyed who think they have this asset in their lives.
Sincere thanks to the Search-Institue.org

EXTERNAL ASSETS
6 Assets for Support:

1. ____ 64% Family support: Family life provides high levels of love and support
2. ____ 26% Positive family communication: Young person and her or his parent (s)
communicate positively, and young person is willing to seek advice and counsel from
parents.
3. ____ 41% Other Adult Relationships – Young person reveives support from three or more
nonparent adults.
4. ____ 40% Caring neighborhood—Young
person experiences caring neighbors.
5. ____ 24% Caring school climate—School provides a caring, encouraging environment.
6. ____ 29% Parent involvement in schooling—Parent(s) are actively involved in helping young
person succeed in school.

4 Assets for Empowerment:

7. ____ 20%Community values youth: Young person perceives that adults in the community
value youth.
8. ____ 24% Youth as resources: Young people are given useful roles in the community.
9. ____ 50% Service to others: Young person servs in the community one hour or more per
week.
10. ____ 55% Safety: Young person feels safe at home, at school, and in the neighborhood.

6 Assets for Boundaries and Expectations:

11. ____ 43% Family boundaries: Family has clear rules and consequences, and monitors the
young person’s whereabouts.
12. ____ 46% School Boundaries: School provides clear rultes and consequences.
13. ____ 46% Neighborhood boundaries: Neighbors take responsibility for monitoring young
people’s behavior.
14. ____ 27% Adult role models: parent(s) and other adults model positive, responsible
behavior.
15. ____ 60% Positive peer influence: Young person’s best friends model responsible behavior.
16. ____ 41% High expectations: Both parent(s) and teachers encourage the young peron to do
well.

4 Assets for Constructive Use of Time:

17. ____19% Creative activities: Young person spends three or more hours per week in lessons
or practice in music, theater, or other arts.
18. ____ 59% Youth Programs: Young person spends three or more hours per week in sports,
clubs, or organizations at school and/or in the community.
19. ____ 64% Religious community: Young person spends one or more hours per week in
activities in a religious institution.
20. ____ 50% Time at home: Young person is out with friends “with nothing special to do” two
or fewer nights per week.
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INTERNAL ASSETS
5 Assets for Commitment to Learning:

21. ____ 63% Achievement motivation: Young person is motivated to do well in school.
22. ____ 64% School engagement: Young person is actively engaged in learning.
23. ____ 45% Homework: Youth reports doing at least one hour of homework every school
day.
24. ____ 51% Bonding to school: Young person cares about her or his school.
25. ____ 24% Reading for pleasure: Young person reads for pleasure three or more hours per
week.

6 Assets for Positive Values:

26. ____ 43% Caring: Young person places high value on helping othe people.
27. ____ 45% Equality and social justice: Young person places high value on promoting equality
and reducing hunger and poverty.
28. ____ 50% Integrity: Young person acts on convictions and stands up for her or his beliefs.
29. ____ 63% Honesty: Young person “tells the truth even when it is not easy.”
30. ____ 60% Responsibility: young person accepts and takes personal responsibility.
31. ____ 42% Restraint: Young person believes it is important not to be sexually active or to use
alcohol or other drugs.

5 Assets for Social Competencies:

32. ____ 29% Planning and decision making: Youth knows how to plan ahead and make
choices.
33. ____ 43% Interpersonal Competence: Youth has empthy, sensitivity, and friendship skills.
34. ____ 35% Cultural Competence: Youth has knowledge of and comfort with people of
different cultural/racial/ethnic backgrounds.
35. ____ 37% Resistance Skills: Youth resists negative peer pressure and dangerous situations.
36. ____ 44% Peaceful conflict resolution: Young person seeks to resolve conflict nonviolently.

4 Assets for Positive Identity:
37.
38.
39.
40.

____ 45% Personal Power: youth feels he/she has control over “things that happen to me.”
____ 47% Self-esteem: Young person reports having a high self-esteem.
____ 55% Sense of purpose: Young person reports that “my life has a purpose.”
____ 70% Positive view of personal future: Young person is optimistic about her or his
personal future.

LEAST EXTERNAL ASSETS:
26% 2. Positive family communication
24% 5. Caring school climate
29% 6. Parent involvement in schooling
20% 7. Community values youth
24% 8. Youth as resources in community
27% 14. Adults model positive, responsible behavior
19% 17. Creative activities: constructive use of time

LEAST INTERNAL ASSETS:
24% 25. Reading for pleasure for commitment to
learning
29% 32. Planning and decision making for social
competence

The 40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents (ages12-18). The Search Institute
(premier source of research and resources) has identified these building blocks of
healthy development—known as Developmental Assets—that help young people
grow up healthy, caring, responsible and successful. See www.search-institute.org
Call 800-888-7828.

From the 2001 Study on Raising Teens by Harvard and Stanford
Universities
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The 5 Basics of Parenting Adolescence

1. Love and Connect
2. Monitor and Observe
3. Guide and Limit

4. Model and Consult
5. Provide and Advocate

1. Love and Connect
Teens need parents to develop and maintain a relationship with them that offers support and
acceptance, while accommodating & affirming the teens increasing maturity.

Strategies for Parents: Most things about their world are
changing. Don’t let your love be one of them.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Express genuine affection, respect and appreciation.
Acknowledge the good times made possible by your teen’s personality and growth.
Expect increased criticism and debate and learn to discuss respectfully.
Just listen: learn their thoughts, feelings, interests, activities, work, relationships.
Treat each teen as an unique individual.
Appreciate and acknowledgethe new areas of interest, skills, strengths, accomplishments,
passion, vitality, humor, deepening thought.
Privide meaningful and useful roles.
Spend time together one on one and as a family in routines and in new activites such as
volunteering.

2. Monitor and Observe
Teens need parents to be aware of---and let teens know they are aware of---their activities, including
school performance, work experiences, after-school activities, peer relationships, adult relationships,
& recreation, through a process that increasingly involves less direct supervision & more
communication, observation, & networking with other adults.

Strategies for Parents: Monitor your teen’s activities. You still
can, and it still counts.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep track of your teen’s whereabouts.
Keep in touch with other adults.
Involve yourself in school events.
Stay informed about your teen’s progress.
Learn and watch for warning signs of poor physical or mental health.
Seek guidance if you have concerns.
Monitor your teen’s experiencess outside the home with other people.
Evaluate the level of challenge matching them to the teen’s ability.
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3. Guide and Limit
Teens need parents to uphold a clear but evolving set of boundaries, maintaining important family
rules and values, but also encouraging increased competence and maturity.

Strategies for Parents: Loosen up, but don’t let go.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain family rules like safety, values and negotiate tasks and schedules.
Communicate expectations that are high but realistic.
Choose battles and ignore smaller issues.
Use discipline as a tool for teaching, not for venting nor rvenge.
Restrict punishment to forms that do not cause physical or emotiona linjury.
Renegotiate resonsibilities and privileges in response to our teen’s changing abilities.

4. Model and Consult
Teens need parents to provide ongoing information and support around decision making, values,
skills, goals, and interpreting and navigating the larger world, teaching by example and ongoing
dialogue.

Strategies for Parents: The teen years: Parents still matter; teens
still care.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set a good example around risk taking, healhty habits and emotional control.
Express personal posiitons about social, political, moral and spiritual issues.
Model the kind of adult relationships that you would like y our teen to have.
Answer teens’ questions in ways that are truthful and taking into account their age level.
Maintain or establish traditions for family, culture and religion.
Support teen’s education that develop theri skills, interests and sense of value to the famly and
community.
Help teens get information about future options, education, employment and lifestyle.
Give teens opportunities to practice reasoning and decision making – ask qustions to inspire
logical consequences; opportunities to try out their ideas and learn from mistakes.

5. Provide and Advocate
Teens need parents to make available to not only adequate nutrition, clothing, shelter, and health
care, but also a supportive home environment & a network of caring adults.

Strategies for Parents: You can’t control their world, but you
can add to and subtract from it.
•
•
•
•
•

Network with in the community for resources in positive adult and peer relationsihps, guidance,
training and activities.
Make informed decisions about schools and how they match your teen.
Make informed decisions about neighborhoods, community involvement and youth programs.
Arrange or advocate for preventive health care.
Identify people and programs to support and inform you in handling parental responsibiities
about the societal and personal challenges in raising teens.
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INFORMATION FROM
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HEATHER:

HEATHER’S PARENTING RESOURCE KIT: When you and your co-parent identify the areas
which need strengthening for your family, you can choose goals, identify possible strategies and
decide what you choose to add or subtract from your lifestyle. Here are the materials you can
purchase from my website:
email Heather Carlile at heatherc@heathercarlile.com.

Keeping Our Teens On Track - A Call to Action
•
•
•
•
•

What is your part in expanding your parenting style or in helping parents?
Is your role with parents, family, pre-teens, teens?
Can you invigorate or invent a program for youth?
Can you activate a community sector: school, congregation, business, human service,
health-care organization?
Host a place for Heather to present?

My part in the work: _____________________________________________________________
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COSTS OF IMMATURE RELATIONSHIPS
Adolescents, in the throes of Puppy Love, enjoy only the illusion of intimacy. These types are usually
looking for relief, distraction, novelty or comfort. When they date and marry too young in their
adolescence and experience their unfulfilled teenage longing for fun and adventure, they displace the
development of identity by skipping that stage and trying to invest in intimacy before they are
grown.
A Few of the Costs of Skipping Identity – Should we expect otherwise?
• Dating too young – which locks in a craving for puppy love and emotional neediness; a fear of being
alone (needing a “Number 2” in the sidelines) and displaces the time and interest in self mastery
• Inheriting unhealthy sexual appetites or abuse from sexual inhibitions, prohibition, over-sexualization
and/or molestation
• Lack of emotional sensitivity and robustness to handle fears, hurts and anger
• Low self-esteem and lack of confidence which causes, among many other dynamics, jealousy,
insecurity, bullying and emotional manipulation
• Misuse of power through either inflexible discipline and punishment or passive entitlement and selfindulgence
• Interruption of higher schooling, experimentation, travel, cultivation of skills and art forms
• Friends and community attached to other immature and/or compulsive people.
The immaturity and ignorance born of unfinished adolescence saddle us with:
• Disrupted education, incompetence
• Inadequate or unhealthy coping mechanisms which lead to addiction
• False beliefs, unclear values, financial incompetence
• Psychological wounds leading to aggression, violence, defiance, combativeness
• Selfishness, hardened heart
• Lack of skills in lifestyle and relationships which engender single parents, divorce
• Confusion about differing personality and gender
needs causing fighting, infidelity, co-habitation,
domestic violence, breakups and divorce
• Sexual immaturity or wounds via compromised
arousal maps through early sexual activity,
exploitation, etc. making people sexually
incompetent, deviated or abusive
• Romantic enmeshment, pregnancy, teen pregnancy,
love addiction
• Alcohol, tobacco, drug use, and other addictions
• Problems in family functioning, lack of structure,
school failure, mental illness
• Isolation in computers, gaming and virtual reality
excluding the experience to communicate, create
healthy relationships and a healthy lifestyle.
We face a lack of:
• Physical health
• Emotional intelligence
• Identity
• Strength of character
• Purpose
• Achievement.
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Heather Carlile’s programs for Keeping Our Teens On Track is based on
today’s best research, statistics, materials and products. Largely from:
Iron John: A Book About Men by Robert Bly; the great metaphorical legend on boys
and men.
Boys & Girls Learn Differently, The Wonder of Girls (includes the Cinderella legend), The
Wonder of Boys, The Minds of Boys: Saving Our Sons from Falling Behind in School and Life
by Michael Gurian. gurianinstitute.com
Project on the Parenting of Adolescents by A. Rae Simpson, Administrator of Parenting
Programs at MIT. See: www.hsph.harvard.edu/chc/parenting

National

Statistics, needs and goals from the exhaustive research from the national
“Project on the Parenting of Adolescents” by A. Rae Simpson,
Administrator of Parenting Programs at MIT, Founding Chair of the
Parenting Education Network, Founding President of the Parenting
Education Network of Massachusetts and consultant to the Center for
Health Communication Harvard School of Public Health.
See: **
www.hsph.harvard.edu/chc/parenting

Statistics and resources from Helping America’s Youth, Government of the
USA, Washington, DC; Helping America’s Youth. US Government Resources
and National Programs List:
http://findyouthinfo.gov
National Clearing House on Families and Youth. Including Guide to Starting a Youth Program. US Department of
Health and Human Services. www.ncfy.com
Practical Parent Education, Plano, Texas. Over 70 programs and 100 parenting tip sheets.
www.practicalparent.org
Search Institute. Search Institute's 40 Developmental Assets® are concrete, common
sense, positive experiences and qualities essential to raising successful young people. These assets
have the power during critical adolescent years to influence choices young people make and help
them become caring, responsible adults. **What Teens Need to Succeed by Peter Benson, Judy
Galbraith and Pamela Espeland is a How-To book written for teens – but is just as
useful for their parents and mentors. www.search-institute.org
For parents, see http://mvparents.com/
The Total Transformation Program for parents for managing challenging child
behavior. thetotaltraansformation.com
Thanks, also, for confirmation and details from many other programs, educators and
authors.
USDA/Army School Age & Teen Project, Viginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Falls
Church, Virginia and www.4-h.org/
**West, Diana. The Death of the Grown-Up: How America’s Arrested Development is Bringing
Down Western Civilization. New York, St. Martin’s Press, 2007.

801 E. Campbell Road, #152, Richardson, TX 75081
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214-636-5889 HeatherC@heathercarlile.com
www.heathercarlile.com

I continue to be appalled, puzzled and devoted to this serious subject. And, if you
have a new source, a link, an opinion, a method or a question about how we keep
our teens on track in developing themselves vs getting lost in anger/defiance,
dependent immature relationships or apathy/depression, please engage me in
conversation. We can’t let this go.
See this page on my website:
http://heathercarlile.com/keeping-our-teens-on-track/

Heather Carlile began teaching classes and facilitating seminars on various topics for individuals and
corporations starting in 1993 after over 20 years of her personal quest for psychological self-mastery and
spiritual growth via her own identity, purpose and mission and took form when she was in graduate
school studying applied psychology culminating in her ReWriting Your Future course.
Heather Carlile, whose private practice is in Richardson, Texas, specializes in mentoring, marriage and
family counseling. Her unique transpersonal philosophy, which she uses to relieve communication
problems, conflicts, anxiety, depression, confusion, guilt, anger and grief, integrates archetypes and
spirituality with classical psychological techniques. Her work includes seminars on stopping self-sabotage,
virtuous character, parenting, personality (through the Enneagram), and grieving. Heather is also a
professional speaker and corporate trainer with a special focus on communication, emotional intelligence,
life/work balance and change management. She is the author of several study guides and the book,
Designer Marriage. She created and co-facilitates Designer Marriage with her husband, Dr. Jack Waldenmaier
in classes and on the radio.

801 E. Campbell Road, #152, Richardson, TX 75081
214-636-5889 HeatherC@heathercarlile.com www.heathercarlile.com
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